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Abstract: The aim of this article is to describe CODEA, Corpus de Documentos Españoles Anteriores a 1700, an online corpus containing 1,500 documents dating from the eleventh to the seventeenth centuries and to present a new development, CODEA+ 2015. These corpora have been created by GITHE (Grupo de Investigación de Textos para la Historia del Español). CODEA is a primary corpus, meaning that the GITHE is responsible both for the edition of the documents and the construction of the corpus. Also, the editing of the documents is carried out using scientiic criteria which have been deined by Red CH"RT" on the basis of extensive research. Finally, the usability of the corpus is increased by tools such as research engines and an advanced display of the results on graphics and maps, which turn the corpus into a powerful research tool on linguistic variation, both diachronic and geographic. Keywords: corpus, documentary editing, historical edition, palaeography, Spanish history, linguistic variation.
Tex al c r ra have undergone an extraordinary development since the s L(deling, Kytö and Kytö Renouf and Kehoe 2009), as one can see from projects such as PILEI, a macrocorpus directed by José Antonio Samper Padilla aimed to measure dialectal variation or PRESEE", directed by Francisco Moreno, centred around sociolinguistic variation, or V"RILEX project (Ueda and Ruiz Tinoco -. 1 Nowadays it is virtually impossible to imagine historical linguistics without corpus linguistics; according to Enrique-Arias (2009, 11) , we could say that corpus linguistics is not just a tool for diachronic studies, but a speciic methodological approach. Developments in diachronic corpora have a great deal to do with improvements in tools for corpus exploitation, but also with corpus design, especially in the initial phase of selection of materials. Spanish diachronic corpora have taken advantage, 1 This work has been supported by national research funds "Edition and study of documents from Toledo (XVI-XVII centuries FF -, sub FILO) MICINN and "Corpus of Spanish documents before 1800: CODEA+ 2015" FFI -, MINECO. for instance, of the resources ofered by on line archives such as P"RES Portal de "rchivos Españoles en Red <htp //pares.mcu. es>, which displays descriptions of collections in Spanish archives as well as individual documents. Within this context the aim of this contribution is to contextualize and describe CODEA, Corpus de Documentos Españoles Anteriores a , <htp //demos.bitext.com/CODEA>), an on line corpus of editions of old Spanish documentary texts, as well as to present some of its future developments and perspectives for study and research. We would also try to underline the great importance accorded in this corpus not only to the edition of documents, but also to the establishment and improvement of editorial criteria. In the irst section below we will briely describe the CODEA corpus, its history and some of its key features. In the next section, we will deal with the theoretical requirements for corpora of historical editions and analyse how CODEA meets them before taking a closer look at the selection and edition of the documents included in CODEA. Finally, in the last section we will present some of CODEA's future developments, paying special atention to its use for research and study.
The CODEA corpus
CODEA is an on line corpus containing editions and images of 1500 historical Spanish documentary texts, ranging from the 11th to the th centuries exactly, from to and kept in different archives all throughout Spain (León, Asturias, Cantabria, Castille, "asque Country, Navarre, "ragón, La Rioja, Castilla-La Mancha, Extremadura, Murcia and Andalusia). The CODEA corpus has been developed by GITHE, acronym of "Grupo de investigación de Textos para la Historia del Español". GITHE is based in the University of Alcalá, but it has a much wider geographical span as it works within the CH"RT" Network, an international group focusing mainly on old documentary texts and sharing a methodological approach as well as research interests. It is worth mentioning that one of CH"RT"'s main concerns is the establishment of standards for edition of documentary texts that could be used by every researcher in the network. The aim of this efort is not only to improve our editions in general, but to be able to create over the years a great corpus of texts edited in a similar way by many different research groups all over the word. In this corpus, Spanish documents from Latin American archives are included, which are very interesting texts that nevertheless pose particular problems. CODEA ofers a triple view of the document a facsimile of the original document, a palaeographical transcription and a critical presentation, carried out according to the CH"RT" Network's editorial criteria for historical texts, which will be commented on later. Up till now, CODEA has proved useful for linguistic research, mainly because of the reliable edition of the texts, conducted according to sound scientiic standards. CODEA was born around 1998, but it was not planned as an on line, independent corpus: originally, it was only a collection of documentary texts to be included in the CORDE, Diachronic Corpus of Spanish Language htp //corpus. rae.es/CORDEnet.html of the Real "cademia Española. Later on, a team of former diachronic linguistics students of the Universidad de Alcalá prepared some editions of documents. These editions became the irst volume of Textos para la Historia del Español, which became a series, with nine volumes published to date Sánchez-Prieto "orja -. "s years have passed, other philologists and linguists, as well as researchers in diferent ields -such as experts in computer science -joined the group.
At present, the CODEA team keeps working on new documents and reviewing the old ones. We believe that some of the outcome of this efort can be shared, so that diferent researchers that face the challenges of editing historical materials can beneit from them.
Theoretical and practical requirements for historical corpora
The foundations of the work with historical corpora rest on the idea that studies in diachronic linguistics (as well as other historical studies, like palaeography) must always be grounded in a corpus of dated texts, which must include legal and administrative documents. Documentary texts provide a number of advantages over literary texts: we usually know the date and place when and where they were writen they are writen in a non-literary style and include fragments that could be close to the common language and, last but not least, they have not been altered, neither linguistically nor in their redaction, by centuries of manuscript transmission.
"ut such a corpus must meet certain requirements. In the irst place, it must be a primary corpus: with primary corpus we intend a corpus made up from texts directly edited by the corpus researchers, not former editions by other authors. This is, a same research group takes care of searching for the texts, selecting and editing them. We arrive thus to the second requirement for a quality corpus: the corpus texts have to be transcribed and edited according to previously set scientiic criteria. This means that all the text included is homogeneous and do not show any diferences due to the editor's decisions. Also, the corpus must contain a large number of texts in order to have a representative sample. Finally, the corpus must include not only texts and search engines, but also quantitative and qualitative analysis about topics such as the space-time distribution of linguistic variants.
To sum it up, we assume that only a corpus produced out of documentary texts directly selected from archives and transcribed and edited by scholars within the same corpus can fulil the requirements of representativeness, reliability, quotability and retrievability. In this respect, we would like to underline that textual scholarship and corpus linguistics, specially when dealing with diachronic corpora, are closely linked, since the quality of the corpus is based on the quality of the editions that compose it. We have taken into account these requirements when designing CODEA, so that the corpus could be said to meet the aforementioned standards.
In the irst place, in its actual state, CODEA can be said to be a representative sample, because it comprises a wide geographical, chronological and sociolinguistic range of texts. Also, it is reliable, because these texts are purpose built editions, carried out according to scientiic and philological criteria. Texts in CODEA follow the editorial criteria of the International CH"RT" Network and have been widely applied and amply recognized as useful nevertheless, they are not static but develop progressively to meet the new challenges that editors face when working with diferent texts.
Therefore, these editing standards, based on decades of research Sánchez-Prieto "orja, , have just been published in a new and improved version Sanchez-Prieto "orja a . The new criteria of CH"RT" are more precise in aspects that were formerly left at the discretion of editors. For instance, now these criteria provide editors with guidelines to face material accidents in the texts, such as deletions or corrections or to indicate diferent hands in the copy of the documents.
2 These norms are particularly useful to correct, in the critical presentation, minor copy mistakes, such as syllable repetition (for instance, cartarta for carta in a document from the Royal Chancery).
Furthermore, the accuracy of these editions can be easily checked, since a facsimile of the original document is also available within the same corpus. Finally, one can see the quotability and retrievability of CODEA in the fact that it provides free and universal access to all of its contents, which can also be downloaded.
Selection and edition of CODEA documents
Let us now take a closer look at some of these concepts. As for representativeness, a much larger number of texts and documents are easily available nowadays than it was in the past, thanks to the digitalization and on line availability of some archives. "ut this fact make us face the need of selecting materials for our corpora. There are two main methodological approaches. On one hand, we have the model of macrocorpus, like Corpus del Español by M. Davis, the aforementioned CORDE, CHICA, Digital Corpus of Old Catalan for Catalan or TMILG, Digital Medieval Treasure of Galician Language,for Galician. On the other, there are corpus that focus on a speciic textual genre like Camoes for Portuguese theater, Medieval Bible by Enrique-Arias for translations of the Bible into Spanish or the The Anglo-Normand On-line Hub, which displays searchable Anglo-Norman texts. These two models, the macro-corpus and the speciic corpus, are complementary, but lately, the tendency in Europe is to follow the speciic model, which can reach both a beter deinition 2 When some leters or characters are illegible or have been lost in a damaged area of the document (stained, broken or bent parchment, for instance), the editor will include in the palaeographical transcription one asterisk for each of the missing characters, for instance d** vez*nos (two neighbours). If they do not know the exact number of characters missing, they may use three spaced asterisks in brackets, for instance: "dos v[* * *]". Additionally, the cause of damage will be stated in the palaeographical transcription, in italics and in brackets, like:
On the critical presentation, any fragments reconstructed by the editor will be displayed in angle brackets, for instance d<o>s vez<i>nos .
of the focal point of research and a higher quality in displayed materials.
Corpora can be speciic regarding their contents, but also in their aims. Most diachronic corpora are planned for linguistic study, even for a very speciic purpose, like CHICA, which is the irst step towards a historical grammar of Catalan, or CORDE, which will provide data for the new historical dictionary of Spanish language Pascual and Domínguez, . Unfortunately, corpora built by historians are rather rare, but we could mention the excellent Codice Diplomatico della Lombardia Medievale, by the Università di Pavia.
In this respect, we should note that large corpora are very often "secondary", this is, built up from available editions of each text, most of the times of uneven quality and based on diferent editorial criteria. "ut even speciic corpora are sometimes constructed used previous editions, like the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse, which includes editions from the nineteenth century.
Most of these corpora are diferent as well because of the way in which texts are displayed, this is, the inal aspect of the edition on the screen; the choices have an impact on their reliability and use for study. Broadly speaking we could say that there are not noticeable tendencies in this respect in English, French or Italian philology. In general, on line editions are less palaeographical and do not mark the resolving of abbreviations (like the Anglo-Norman on-line Hub). But sometimes on line text can be reproduced almost exactly the original script, like Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse, which keeps both þ (thorn) and th. So, diferent corpora choose to show diferent bits of the information contained in the texts.
Since it is by all means impossible to enclose all the information in the original document in just one edition, the CODEA team, following the CH"RT" standards, has decided to draft and display multiple editions of documents. Aware of the actual prospects of CODEA, we have made some sensible choices among the diferent options that the multi-edition furnishes us with: the documents are presented on line in a triple visualization. First, a palaeographical transcription which is both accurate and manageable, since it does not include any special characters, as we can see, for example, in document 259, Archivo Histórico National, Clero, Palencia, folder , number dated in [This is the enquiry that sir Ferrant González de Sojas, main judge of Castille, ordered Pelay Díaz de Forna, royal judge, and Gutier Ivañes de Fresno, royal detective, to do, through a demand by which the village of Aguilar demanded the men of Valvereçoso that life and work in the lands of the abbot of Aguilar] Lastly, as we have already mentioned, the CODEA web displays a facsimile of the original document. The CODEA team has recently signed an agreement with the National Oice for "rchives and Libraries in Spain, which allows us to use digitalized images of document in national archives and upload them into the CODEA web. Up to date, images of documents from the Archivo Municipal de Toledo and Archivo Municipal de Guadalajara are displayed in our website, and soon the uploading of facsimiles from the Archivo General de Simancas y Archivo Histórico Nacional will be completed.
This is an example of the visualization of a document in the CODEA corpus; both palaeographical transcription and critical edition are displayed in parallel columns; the image opens in a new window that can be moved around the screen (Figure 1 ). Each one of the displays of the document in the CODEA web provides data for diferent kinds of research. The facsimiles of the documents can be used for palaeographical studies. Palaeographical transcriptions of documents are useful for graphic and phonetic studies. Finally, critical presentations provide materials for syntactic and lexical studies, as well as for historical studies in general.
Future developments of CODEA
As for CODEA's future developments, we are commited to bringing the corpus to a new phase, with funding from the Ministry of Economics of Spain. First, the corpus' size will be increased, with a thousand new documents added in order to reach a total amount of 2500 by 2015. Secondly, also the chronological and geographical span of the corpus will be expanded. The corpus will be extended chronologically, to reach from the origins of Spanish to the eighteenth century. Up to 2% of documents in Latin will be included, since it is very diicult to set boundaries between Latin and Romance in the Early Middle "ges. On the other hand, the eighteenth-century documents will be a novelty, since this century is very scarcely represented in corpora (although archives are plenty of documentary materials from this period), and also very litle studied.
From a geographical point of view, CODEA will include Castilian documents from bilingual areas of the Iberian Peninsula: Galicia, Valencia and the "asque Country. The diiculties that these documents pose have been the cause for them to be excluded from CODEA until the present date, although there are some other corpora within the CH"RT" network that do work with this sort of texts; for instance, Enrique-Arias 2012 deals with problems of edition and study of Catalan-Spanish bilingual leters.
Also the sociolinguistic levels represented in the corpus will be extended. Currently, documents given by private individuals were less than % of the total amount and these were predominantly conveyances . Previous experience shows that lexical and syntactic eiciency increases as the percentage of private documents increase. We believe that next versions of CODEA should reach at least a % of private citizen documentary texts, in order to get closer to real usage of language .
Nevertheless, the importance of legal and oicial documents
can not be disregarded, since administrative language has played a crucial role in the shaping of modern Spanish. For instance, some textual connectors such as en consecuencia, por tanto, por consiguiente (having all of them meanings close to consecutive "so"), very common nowadays in spoken Spanish, sprung in administrative language and moved downwards in the sociolinguistic scale. In consequence, it is possible and productive to study the inluence of the oicial language in diachronic change of the Spanish language, in the context of multi-causality in linguistic change. As for the sociolinguistic side of the project, there are two very important items that will be included. On one hand, women's writing, as eighteenth century feminine epistolaries are common and available. On the other, documents writen by historically socially deprived people, like travellers or Spanish gitanos (gypsies). We would also like to mention that the Spanish Institute of Gypsy Culture is supporting this project.
In order to identify and edit all these documents, the CODEA team will visit and explore national and city archives. Unfortunately, Percentages of documents currently in CODEA: public documents . % chancery . % ecclesiastical . % municipal . % judicial . % private citizen documents . %.
Percentages of documents in future developments of CODEA: public documents % chancery % ecclesiastical % municipal % judicial % private documents %.
not all the archives in which we are interested have detailed, webcompliant catalogues, so on-site work has proved necessary. It is worth mentioning the relevance of close collaboration with staf in archives, since their knowledge of the funds can point out important documents not described or poorly described in the archive inventories. This has been the case in the Archivo Municipal de Toledo, which participates in the CODEA project. Documents from the following archives will be examined and incorporated into the corpus:
1. Archivo Histórico Nacional, specially its rich Inquisition collection 2. Archivo General de Simancas, which keeps many remarkable epistolary collections, writen by kings p. ej., Fernando II el Católico , women or even some common citizens whose cultural level was quite low . City archives from "ndalusian capitals . For bilingual communities, we will examine the "rchivo de 
Cristina Castillo Martínez (reviewer 2)
Development of complex search engines is essential for discovering the beneits of the corpus and the new search tools will play a very important role in CODEA. Search engines will include functionalities such as search by lemma (for instance, when searching one verb the search results will include all forms, regular and irregular, including old morphological variants), form, high or low frequencies and lexical bundles within the document. These engines will also be able to search the information included in the head: chancery, archive, date and place and so on. Users of CODEA will be able to visualize the results of these searches built into maps, tables or statistical graphics. The functionality of these engines greatly improves when searching a completely lemmatized text. It will be the critical presentation the one to be lemmatized, since edition criteria have been devised to disambiguate homographies (en/én; al/ál; y/ý). Since automatic lemmatization usually does not go beyond % of text forms, we will go for interactive lemmatization of the whole text to reach 100% of forms, with a methodology already successfully carried out by Horcajada (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) and Ueda (University of Tokyo; Ueda and Perea 2010).
CODEA for research and study
To date, the 1500 documents of CODEA have been the basis of several studies, conferences and scientiic articles, and their results are a great feedback for the corpus, since they contribute to chart future decisions and develop further applications. We will shortly comment on only two of these works; a complete bibliographical list of the research that has been carried out up till now is available in the GITHE website (e.g. Pato and Felíu Arquiona 2005 or Ueda, in press).
First, CODEA allows to carry on studies on historical geographical linguistics, meaning the mapping of graphical, graphicphonetic, morphological, lexical and syntactic forms in diferent time periods. In this line, Sánchez-Prieto "orja b has studied the geographical distribution of words meaning "plot of land" in the Iberian Peninsula the from thirteenth to the ifteenth centuries. Geographic data are crucial for research in historical linguistics; CODEA+ 2015 will provide us with the graphical distribution onto a map of the search engine results for a certain linguistic feature. Such maps enable the researcher to see the diferent areas in the development of Spanish language, and to place diferent phenomena -which in traditional studies were thought to be general -within their original areas. For instance, the documents show that indeinite pronoun algún-alguno, generally considered to be common to all the Castilian area, seems instead to have its roots in the Leonese area, in North West Spain, and to have spread Eastward and Southward. Secondly, a very innovative research concept is the use of CODEA for automatic dating of undated documents (they represented up to % of the CODEA collection in 2012). Our research team, together with the University of Tokyo, is currently developing a computer tool for interactive dating of undated documents. Researchers Ueda and Kawasaki, from University of Tokyo have writen a complex program to date these documentary pieces with a very small margin of error Kawasaki . In the irst phase of the work, it was necessary to establish a large number of linguistic and non linguistic parameters, which range from hands or seals to syntax or notarial formulae. The tests conducted so far show that not only noticeable phonetic of morphosyntactic features are relevant for dating a text, but also small graphical variation, like saber / ssaber, aver / auer. Once the parameters were ixed, they statistically measured the chronological co-occurrence of certain linguistic features in the dated documents Díaz Moreno, Martínez Sánchez, Ramírez Luengo and Sánchez-Prieto "orja, diferent resources for dating undated texts are commented on in Gervers 2000) . In order to check the reliability of this method, several tests have been conducted on dated documents. For instance, when applying this dating methodology to documents such as CODEA nº León, , a date ranging from to is inferred, which is perfectly coherent with the document's real writing date. In CODEA 2015 this technique will be applied to all the undated pieces of the corpus, and its results will be available for study.
Conclusion
We have tried to show how scholarly edition of texts in all its phases, from the identiication and reading of exemplars to the very last graphic choices, is of the outmost importance for historical corpus linguistics. Edition of documentary texts for research and study should be based on a deep knowledge of historical linguistics and carried out according to previously set editorial criteria. Creation of primary corpora, this is, corpora built from ad hoc editions, is crucial for historical research and study and it is clear that information retrieval heavily depends on the way in which the texts are published. Therefore, a corpus is not only a tool for diferent studies, but a methodological approach to edition that be taken into account in textual scholarship. CODEA, with its triple presentation, together with accurate and sound editorial criteria, aims to provide resources for many diferent studies, from graphematics to general history, which is impossible with a single edition. And, last but not least, collaboration among textual scholars is crucial to enrich and broaden any editorial project. CODEA aims to promote, within the bounds of the International CH"RT" Network, scientiic exchange among research groups on Hispanic documents from many diferent countries, as well as to stimulate methodological transfer among groups commited to editing and studying documents in diferent languages.
As a conclusion, we hope that CODEA will contribute to give the Spanish research on corpus linguistics a prominent position in the international scene and hopefully contribute to improve electronic edition of documentary texts also in other languages.
Addenda
The time elapsed between the writing and the publication of the following article has been enough for the initial perspectives to come true and, for once, even before the planned deadline. The results of each search are now quantiied as graphics, according to four parameters. First, a time axis; the dates of emission of the documents build a linear graphic which, at the same time, displays the distribution along the centuries of the form searched for. Second, a geographical axis, where the search results are displayed according to countries, provinces and villages. Third, a typological axis shows the number of occurrences in each documentary and diplomatic typology, context of emission and, specially, women's writing. Finally, a codicological axis indicates the distribution of the results by archive and type of writing.
A list of key words (up to ten) has been added to the heading of each document. A full list of key word for the 1,500 documents currently included in CODEA is available, so it is possible for the user to select the required key word and search for it in the whole corpus. Thus, we have created a true semantic map (or referential map) of the corpus.
However, the most interesting new feature is the extensive incorporation of tools which display on a map the location of writing of each document in which the results of a given search are found. This tool allows to search for several forms at the same time 
